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ABSTRACT
This talk concerns optimal control problems for a new class of dynamics systems governed by
the (Moreau) sweeping process which arises in various problems of hysteresis, ferromagnetism,
electric circuits, phase transitions, economics, etc. The dynamics of such system was introduced
in the 1970’s by J. J. Moreau to model quasi-static evolution processes subject to unilateral
constraints, and it can be described by the normal cone mapping to moving polyhedral convex
sets. The main attention is paid to deriving necessary optimality conditions for optimal control
problems using the method of discrete approximations. It should be emphasized that the velocity
mapping (described by the normal cone) in the differential inclusion is highly non-Lipschitz
and unbounded, which cannot be treated by means of known results in optimal control for
differential inclusions. Such challenging issues can be overcome by developing the method
of discrete approximations married with appropriate generalized differential tools of modern
variational analysis. We also discuss new applications to the controlled crowd motion model of
traffic equilibria.
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